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MUSLIM IDENTITY IN THE BALKANS BEFORE THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF NATION STATES

Florian Bieber

Introduction

In analyzing national and ethnic identities in the Balkans, one notices a “delay” in
the development of the Muslim national identity. The Bosniaks1 and Albanians, for
example, developed a national consciousness in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century.2 In contrast to the Southeastern European Christians, the Muslim
inhabitants followed the of� cial religion of the dominant political class of the
Ottoman Empire—Islam—a faith that (theoretically, at least) privileged religious
belief over ethnicity or nationalism. These two concepts, alien to Ottoman intellec-
tual tradition, became fully understood by the Ottoman elite only in the early
twentieth century. Although the Muslims under Ottoman rule often perceived
themselves as different from their co-religionist rulers in Istanbul, as shall be
demonstrated in this paper, they nevertheless shared the religion of the rulers of the
Empire and practised a religion that suppressed the development of national identity
far more explicitly than did Christianity. Thus, it was the decline of the Ottoman
Empire in the nineteenth century, and the consequent recognition that this state was
ceasing to protect the interests and identity of the Muslim population in Southeastern
Europe, which led to the development of ethnic and national identity among the
Muslims.

While it is dif� cult to trace national and ethnic identities to the eighteenth century
and earlier, it is essential to begin the analysis there in order to understand the
national mythologies among the Balkan peoples that emerged in the nineteenth
century. While the national ideologies of the Christian inhabitants tended to portray
the Ottoman period as the “Turkish yoke,” national myths among the Muslims often
glorify the Ottoman period and overestimate the degree of national or ethnic
consciousness among the Muslims in the Ottoman Empire prior to the � rst uprisings
in the early nineteenth century.3

This article shall � rst examine the role of Islam in the areas ruled by the Sublime
Porte. Next, the paper will survey the Islamic communities. While there are
numerous Islamic communities in the Balkans which merit attention, this study shall
concentrate on the Muslims of Bosnia (and Sanjak) and the Albanian Muslims, who
constitute the two most numerous Muslim groups in the Balkans.4 Finally, the article
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will turn to the controversial issue of conversion which exists as a centerpiece of
nationalist myths among the non-Muslim nations of Southeastern Europe. The
question of conversion from Christianity to Islam not only affects the relationship
between Christians and Muslims on the peninsula, but also contributes to the
understanding of identity construction among Muslims in the Balkans.

In addressing the above, the article seeks to explore the prerequisites for the
development of Muslim national identity in Southeastern Europe since the nineteenth
century. Other contributing factors that will be further discussed include the ethnic
origins of the Balkan Muslims, the in� uence of the dervishes and folk religion, and,
perhaps most importantly, the decline of the Ottoman central government and the
subsequent formation of local, semi-autonomous Muslim polities.

Muslims in the Ottoman Empire

Contrary to commonly held belief, Islam was present in Southeastern Europe well
before the Ottoman Empire established itself in the region. Because of its proximity
to the Middle East and, thus, to the origins of Islam, the Byzantine Empire and parts
of the Balkans were exposed to Islam as early as in the tenth century. The early
Balkan Muslims were generally members of Asiatic tribes which settled in different
parts of the peninsula. A large community lived in the northern fringes of the
Balkans, on the Pannonian plain and along its southern rim in the area of today’s
Vojvodina and Hungary, and also in northwestern Bosnia. The southern Balkans
likewise experienced occasional encounters with Muslims. In the thirteenth century
some 10,000–12,000 Muslim Turkmen settlers arrived in the Dobrudja.5 These
Muslims, however, left few traces, and the majority eventually resettled in Anatolia.6

A continuous Muslim presence in Southeastern Europe began with the Ottoman
conquest. Although the Ottoman state was a Muslim Empire, it was shaped by three
traditions: the traditional Islamic conception of statehood, Byzantine elements, and
the heritage of the Turkish origins of the Ottomans. The Islamic foundation of the
Empire justi� ed the strict division between Muslims and non-Muslims. The two
recognized non-Muslim monotheistic religions, Christianity and Judaism, enjoyed
of� cial recognition and thus some sort of toleration by the Sublime Porte, but their
followers were inferior in status to the Muslim subjects of the Empire. The societal
pyramid of the Ottoman Empire was structured along two axes—horizontal and
vertical. The vertical axis separated Muslims from the other monotheistic religions,
while the horizontal one divided the society into different social classes. This
structure was strictly hierarchical, headed by the Sultan with largely unchecked
powers. Two main groups accounted for the rest of society. The � rst group was the
state service, described by Peter Sugar as “professional Ottomans.” Its members
either worked for the court as scribes and soldiers, or as representatives of the
recognized religions. Each profession functioned according to its own hierarchy, but
remained with little power in relation to the Sultan. They had, however, indirect
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means of in� uencing the political development and, at times, even overthrew
unpopular Sultans. The “professional Ottomans” were recruited from all three
recognized religions.

The second group consisted of everyone else and was referred to as the raya or
“� ock.” It encompassed both Muslims and non-Muslims. The Christians and Jews
enjoyed the protection of Islamic law as zimmi—members of other “religions of the
book”—as long as they accepted the supremacy of Islam. Although the social
hierarchy was shaped primarily by the functional role of its members, religions never
ceased to play an important role. Certain confessions specialized in certain occupa-
tions, and not all professions were open to Muslims and zimmi alike. The zimmi had
fewer rights than Muslims and were governed by different laws. For example, during
most of Ottoman history, only Muslims served in the army, and non-Muslims were
obliged to pay a poll tax.7 Only non-Muslims were subject to the devshirme (child
levy), a compulsory separation of boys from their families, their conversion to Islam
and recruitment into the Ottoman service, a practice that extended well into the
seventeenth century.8

In the later centuries of Ottoman rule, Turkish tradesmen became increasingly
sidelined by Albanian and Slav merchants. This development coincided with an
overall reduction of the Turkish population in the Balkans. Peter Sugar has pointed
out that the reasons for the decline are still open to speculation, but argues that the
decline is most likely the consequence of plagues and wars in combination with a
lower birth rate among the wealthy Muslims and decreasing immigration from
Anatolia to Europe.9

Two groups of Muslims dominated life in the Southeast European cities and later
in the countryside: the old landowners and of� cials on one side, and the Janissary
corps on the other. The latter was the only Muslim population group that increased
in number in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.10 Their in� uence ended only
with the abolition of the Janissary corps in 1826. In the face of the increasingly
independent Janissary corps and other challenges to the Ottoman central authorities,
the corruption of the state and its inability to reform itself became increasingly
visible and augmented tensions between Muslims and Christians. Christians moved
in increasing numbers beyond the control of the state through berats, an arrangement
that placed them under the protection of foreign consuls in accordance with the
capitulations concluded with the Great Powers.11

Islam and Identity in the Balkans

Although Islam was the state religion in the Ottoman Empire, the dynastic principle
of the supremacy of the Ottoman family dominated all religious aspects of the
Empire’s development, especially in its early phase. This articulated itself in
tolerance towards the previous elite after the conquest, so long as they recognized the
Ottoman authorities. The population was also allowed to continue practising its
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religion. After the conquest, only one church—usually the main edi� ce—was
con� scated and converted into a mosque in each town, while the others remained
untouched.12

Albanians

Unlike most of the other inhabitants of the Balkans, the Albanians were divided into
two separate religious communities by the 1054 schism between the Orthodox
Church in Constantinople and the Catholic Church in Rome. The � erce resistance of
the Albanian tribes united under the command of George Kastriota, known as
Skenderbeg, to resist the Ottoman armies in the mid � fteenth century, received
substantial support from the Pope and the Western rulers who feared the expansion
of the Ottomans. Nevertheless, from the end of the � fteenth century until the early
twentieth century, Albania remained � rmly under Ottoman control. During that
period, no other ethnic group in the Balkans converted to Islam in such high numbers
as did the Albanians, which resulted in the division of the Albanians into three
religious communities.13

The conversion to Islam began slowly with the conquest of Albania by Mehmet
II in 1463. By 1520, only 3% of the inhabitants of Albanian lands were Muslims; by
1690 the number had risen to 70%, approximately the same ratio as today. The
conversions could be considered as part of a political process, re� ecting the decision
of the local nobility to convert, followed by their subjects.14 The conversion of the
Albanians was not only a gradual process, but also one dependent on the location
and, more importantly, on the original religion of the population. The � rst area to
experience mass conversion was the predominantly Catholic north. According to
reports by the Bishop of Bar (today in Montenegro), only 10% of the population in
northern Albania was Muslim in 1610, while a few decades later the cities and the
lowlands became predominantly Muslim. Inhabitants of predominantly Catholic
central Albania also converted in great numbers, while the Orthodox south experi-
enced far fewer instances of Islamization. The reasons for these differences are
obvious: the Catholic Church did not enjoy the same degree of protection by the
Ottoman Empire as the Orthodox Church and thus possessed only inadequate
institutions and personnel to tend to the congregation, while the Orthodox Church
had a superior infrastructure and could count on the support of Sublime Porte.15

Furthermore, the Ottoman conquest coincided with a crisis of the Christian churches
in Southeastern Europe. In the interior, especially in the mountains, many Albanian
shepherds remained loyal to their religion.16 According to Ramadan Marmullaku, the
Ottomans organized an Islamization campaign in the seventeenth century to insure
the loyalty of the Albanians. This Islamization was not achieved forcibly, although
there were instances of violent conversion. It was rather the concrete economic
incentives that caused the conversions, such as the promise of land and lower taxes.17
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During this period the “head tax” taken from the Christian inhabitants also increased
dramatically, providing additional incentives to convert.18

Islamic missionaries from Anatolia and other parts of the Ottoman Empire came
to Albania to promote the conversion to Islam. Here the Islamic orders—such as the
Saadi, the Ru� , the Helveti, the Mevlani, and, most of all, the Bektashi—proved to
be successful.19 The Bektashi order contributed particularly to the development of
Albanian identity by providing a local religious elite which promoted the cultural
development of Albanians. According to the Bektashis, the order � rst arrived in
Albania with the armies of Sultan Murad II in the early � fteenth century. The � rst
historical records can be dated only to the seventeenth century. It is also dif� cult to
estimate the numbers of the Albanians who adhered to the Bektashi order and their
interpretation of Islam. According to some estimates, in the early twentieth century
approximately 20% of the total Albanian population were members of the Bektashi
order. The main strongholds of the order were the south, especially at the
“monastery” in Kanina, close to the coastal towns of Vlora and Kruja. The Bektashi
order eventually came to be closely identi� ed with Albanians. In the eighteenth
century, even in its Turkish center Haci Bektash Köy, the majority of the Bektashi
dervishes were of Albanian origin. Later, in the nineteenth century, many leading
Albanian nationalists originated from the Bektashi order, which actively supported
the national movement in Albania.20 George Arnakis also ascribes the exceptional
transreligious national identity of the Albanians partially to the role of the Bektashi
order: “Bektashism, which had previously been instrumental in the spread of Islam,
was now a valuable link between the three religious groups.”21 The heterodox
Bektashi order, which resembled Shi’i Islam more than the predominant Sunni Islam
of the Ottoman state, was successful largely because it readily adopted other
religious traditions.22

Conversion to Islam opened the possibility for a successful career in the Ottoman
Empire for many Albanians.23 More than any other group in the Balkans, Albanians
integrated into the Ottoman hierarchy and achieved high positions in the Empire.
From the beginning of Ottoman rule until the seventeenth century, 25 out of 92 grand
viziers were of Albanian origin, which is more than those of Turkish origin. Some
of the most outstanding military commanders likewise had Albanian roots.24 These
successes transformed the Albanians in the Ottoman Empire into loyal subjects
whose future and identity were closely intertwined with the Empire.

Many of the Albanians converted in the seventeenth and eighteenth century,
however, kept their Christian traditions and declared themselves as Muslim only to
improve their social status (called cryptocatholics or laramane).25 There is evidence
of Ottoman tax collectors requesting the tax payment from Muslim Albanians,
unconvinced of the sincerity of their conversion.26 Frequent changes in religion had
become commonplace in Albania before the Ottoman conquest, with the nobility
adjusting its beliefs to secure the political and military support at hand. While
conversion was frequently incomplete throughout the Ottoman lands, this fact applies
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particularly well to Albania, where religious intermarriage was as commonplace as
conversion to avoid taxation.27 A strong tribal structure, especially in the north,
frequently prevented the penetration of Islam beyond ritual observation throughout
the Ottoman period.

Islam had a great impact on the development of Albanian culture. In the � rst
centuries under Ottoman rule, Albanian cultural and literary production expressed
itself exclusively in Turkish, Arabic, and Persian. Few religious texts, poems, and
historical treatises were published in Albanian from the mid � fteenth century
onwards. The Albanian language, written in the Arabic alphabet, became increas-
ingly in� uenced by Turkish. For instance, the Albanian of� cer and poet Yahya Bey
wrote in Ottoman Turkish in the mid sixteenth century, but his themes centered on
Albania: he compared the Albanians with eagles and emphasized his Albanian
origins.28 A new wave of Albanian literature began with the writer Muçizade in
1724, soon followed by the important author Nezim Frakulla. In fact, very little is
known today of the authors who used Albanian in the eighteenth century. Most were
members of the Bektashi order and wrote on religious themes.29

Most historians interpret the attempts by local rulers to establish autonomy or even
independence of their territories from Ottoman rule during the late eighteenth century
as forerunners of the Albanian national movement. These large Muslim landown-
ers—beys—sought appointment to of� cial positions in the Ottoman Empire, and with
the help of private armies and sometimes small navies they expanded their spheres
of in� uence at the expense of other beys. In effect they greatly reduced the in� uence
of the Ottoman Empire in the southern Balkan peninsula. As their prime interest was
the expansion of their personal sphere of in� uence, they cannot be characterized as
having promoted a national agenda. Nevertheless, the autonomy from the Sublime
Porte they established helped shape a separate identity among the Albanian Muslims
which would lead to the League of Prizren nearly a century later.

The struggle between the beys resulted in two centers of power which dominated
most of the Albanian-inhabited lands at the close of the eighteenth century, Janina
and Shkodër. These two areas that managed to establish quasi-independence from the
Ottoman Empire were lead by the Bushatlliu family in the north and the legendary
Ali Pasha of Janina in the south. Ali Pasha’s rule was symptomatic of the late
Ottoman Empire in many ways. He occupied the town of Delvina as a local bandit
leader, and was subsequently of� cially accepted as its governor. His support of the
Ottomans in the war against Russia secured him the rule over territories reaching
from present-day northern Greece to southern Albania, with the center in Janina. The
absence of any national program is evident in his support for the Greek uprising in
the 1820s. Ali Pasha could hardly be described an Albanian nationalist, but by
attempting to establish a territory independent from the Ottoman Empire, he estab-
lished the option for Albanian Muslims to seek a new territorial arrangement—
outside the Ottoman Empire.30 As a member of the Bektashi order, Ali Pasha enabled
the undisturbed growth of the order, which peaked in in� uence under his rule. His
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defeat and death in 1822 prompted a retaliation campaign by the Sublime Porte
against the Bektashis. As a victim of Ottoman suppression, the Bektashi order
became identi� ed with an emerging Albanian identity, reinforcing its role as a
facilitator of the national movement.31 The rule of Ali Pasha opened up large parts
of Albania to the outside world and exposed it to European in� uences through
diplomats, advisors, and soldiers stationed in Janina, thus enabling the spread of
Western ideas, such as nationalism, among the Albanians. Ramadan Marmullaku has
described the city as “the most advanced center in the Western Ottoman empire.”32

The religious divisions among the Albanians forestalled a large national move-
ment in the early nineteenth century, in contrast to the developments in neighbouring
Greece and Serbia, but the strong links between tribes and families of different
religions prevented the same level of identi� cation with Islam as among other
Muslims in the Balkans. Although a Muslim Albanian would have been considered
a part of the Muslim community of believers, the umma, in the Ottoman Empire, the
Muslim Albanians considered themselves separate from the other Muslims of the
Empire. Despite the active participation of many Albanians in the administration,
Albania remained peripheral to the Ottoman Empire, and Islam never succeeded in
becoming as important for self-identi� cation as in other parts of the Empire.33

Bosniaks

At the time of the Ottoman conquest of Bosnia, the population was already
segmented into several different religious groups, not unlike the situation in Albania.
The inhabitants of Bosnia were divided by the schism between western and eastern
Christianity, while the region was also home to the Bosnian Church. Past scholarship
frequently confused the followers of the Bosnian Church (Kr’stiani, or Christians)
with the Bogomils, active in Bulgaria. While both groups can be characterized as
so-called heretical movements, which broke away from mainstream Christianity, the
two are not identical. The Bosnian Church, next to Catholicism and Orthodoxy, was
the most dominant religion in the Bosnian kingdom until the state’s collapse before
the Ottoman invasion in 1463. In some aspects, it resembled the subsequent
Protestant reforms and also shared similarities with Islam beyond the � ve daily
prayers. The mysticism of the Church, for example, bore a strong resemblance to the
Su� orders in Islam.34

The demise of the heretical church in Bosnia, viewed in the context of the
relatively large scale of conversions, has led to the perception that there exists a
direct continuity between the Kr’stiani and the Muslims in Bosnia. Although the
Bosnian church played an important role in facilitating the large-scale conversion of
the Bosnian population to Islam, the relationship is not directly causal, as has been
interpreted in the past, but rather correspondent. The Church was already relatively
weak at the time of the Ottoman conquest and more than a century passed until the
conversion in Bosnia began in earnest. Furthermore, the Muslim converts were
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members not only of the Bosnian Church but of other confessional groups as well.35

Indeed, “though frequently historians have used the Bosnian Church to explain the
Islamization of Bosnia, it is more accurate to explain that phenomenon by the
absence of strong Catholic, Orthodox, or even Bosnian Church organizations.”36

As in Albania, the process of conversion to Islam in Bosnia was in� uenced by the
activities of the Bektashi order. The Bektashi’s heterodox interpretation of Islam,
which tolerated the consumption of alcohol, as well as marriage with non-Muslims,
probably facilitated conversions to Islam.37

In addition to conversion, migration also played an important role in the formation
of Muslim Bosnia. The advances of the Habsburg Monarchy after the defeat of the
Ottoman Empire at the gates of Vienna in 1683 displaced as many as 30,000
Muslims from Lika in Croatia into Bosnia. While a large number of these Muslims
originated from Bosnia, having moved northwest with the Ottoman Empire centuries
earlier, a substantial proportion was of Croatian origin.38 Although the Habsburg
armies fought their way all the way to Kosovo, the Ottomans eventually counter-
attacked and managed to retain Bosnia. The Treaty of Karlowitz—signed between
the two Empires in 1699—transformed Bosnia into a frontier province, continually
exposed to incursions from neighbouring Habsburg territory. The eighteenth century
likewise saw its share of internal uprisings. In 1748, for example, Muslim peasants
protested against the new land-tenure system which reduced the majority of them to
a status comparable to serfdom. Nevertheless, the Muslims opted not to join forces
with invading Habsburg forces. In the end, they preferred working to improve their
status within the Ottoman Empire to submitting to Habsburg rule, as the Monarchy
had previously engaged in forcible conversions of Muslims to Catholicism.39

As in Albania in the eighteenth century, Bosnia was increasingly governed by
autonomy-minded local Muslims rulers. Since Bosnia was a frontier region, the main
proponents of this local power where the kapetanije, who possessed wide-ranging
powers as military governors of the frontier regions in the decaying Empire. The
autonomy that was granted to Bosnia in the eighteenth century did not improve
conditions in the region compared with the rest of the Empire with regard to
economic decline and the increasingly unbearable living conditions for non-Muslim
and Muslim peasants alike.40 It did, however, pave the way for a strong regional
identity, which did not express itself in demands for independence from the realm of
the Ottoman Empire, but sought to limit the in� uence of the Sublime Porte. Before
the nationalist movements from neighbouring Croatia and Serbia entered the political
arena in Bosnia, the inhabitants considered themselves as Bosnians of different faiths
rather than members of the Croatian or Serbian nation.41 Near the end of the period
under consideration here, the Serbian writer and early national � gure Dositej
Obradović remarked, “A Turk of Bosnia and Herzegovina is called a Turk according
to his religion, but as for race and language, of whatever sort were his remote
ancestors, of the same sort will be his latest descendants: Bosnians and Hercegovini-
ans, so long as God’s world endures. … When the real Turks return to their own
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vilayet, whence they came, the Bosnians will remain Bosnians.”42 Thus, the trans-
formation of Bosnians of the three religious communities into different national
communities took place only in the nineteenth century.

Bosnia became, after Istanbul and Edirne, the main center of Islam in the
European part of the Ottoman Empire. The conversion of the Slav population in the
province and the immigration of Muslims from the border regions with the decline
of the Empire contributed to Bosnia’s central role. A lively cultural life existed in
Bosnia, despite claims to the contrary.43 For example Ivo Andrić characterized the
literary productions of Bosnians in his 1924 dissertation as “meager in quantity as
well as low in quality.”44 His generally dismissive judgement of Islam has resounded
in the writings of others on the cultural life of Bosniaks. Andrić concludes his
treatise of the “development of spiritual life in Bosnia” with the assessment that “[I]n
this area [literature] as well, the in� uence of Islam proved to be utterly restrictive and
barren.”45

Conversion to Islam

As the majority of the Muslims living in the Balkans today are descendants of
converts, the issue of conversion to Islam in Southeastern Europe is of great
importance. Conversion to Islam in the Ottoman Empire has been the source of
numerous misconceptions and dangerous simpli� cations. In the nineteenth century,
the emerging nation states used these stereotypes to justify their quest for indepen-
dence, but in recent decades the conversions have come to be sometimes described
as benign—in an attempt to promulgate a more positive interpretation of the Ottoman
Empire. Ultimately, conversion to Islam is far too complex a phenomenon to be
explained by one interpretation alone. Conversions occurred throughout the � ve
centuries of Ottoman rule, but only small numbers of inhabitants changed their faith
to Islam in the nineteenth or twentieth centuries. In addition, the rates of conversion
differed between urban Christians close to the Turkish heartland, for example, and
Albanian shepherds in the mountains. It is interesting to note that Islam took hold
particularly quickly in two areas under consideration which, in comparison with
other regions in the Empire, experienced relatively weak control by the central
authorities, because of their topography, distance from Istanbul, and strong local
traditions. Albania and Bosnia both felt very little direct in� uence from the Sublime
Porte by the seventeenth century, yet nevertheless both populations adopted Islam
early on and developed a regional identity that differentiated them from the Muslims
elsewhere in the Balkans as well as in the center of Ottoman power, Istanbul.

When addressing the subject of conversions, it is important to differentiate
between three types found in the Balkans. The � rst type is usually characterized as
“voluntary” conversion, which by far accounts for the greatest number joining the
Muslim population of the Balkans.46 The second group of converts consists of
Christians who were forced to accept Islam as their new faith. Although these
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constitute the exception, there is evidence of occasional forced conversions, such as
in the Rhodope Mountains (today in Bulgaria) in the mid-seventeenth century.47 The
system of devshirme or child levy—the taking of male children from Christian
families and educating them as Muslims—represents the third type. Although this
levy was undoubtedly also forcible, it differs from the second group in its mecha-
nisms and in the impact on identity, since the children growing up as Muslims
through the devshirme system did not evolve into a separate group with a potential
for developing a national identity.

Why conversion at all? Islam, like Christianity, has a strong proselytizing mission
in its belief structure, thus the Ottoman dynasty’s Islamic traditions dictated the
active pursuit of conversion among its subjects. While the conversion of Muslims to
other religions was forbidden, conversion to Islam was laudable. Conversion from
one recognized religion to another was tolerated, as it had little effect on the
functioning of the state. The Empire was caught in a dilemma, however, as higher
taxes collected from the non-Muslim inhabitants greatly contributed to the function-
ing of the state: “Conversion was supposed to be the ultimate aim of a good Muslim
State, yet mass conversion would have produced economic chaos and ruin.”48 The
Ottoman Empire therefore never endeavored to convert their subjects with the same
zeal as did some other Islamic empires.

The conversion to Islam was a gradual process, not a sudden mass movement. By
1520–1530 few conversions had taken place, and most of the 18.8% of the Muslims
living in the European part of the Ottoman Empire were Turkish speakers who had
moved to the major cities (i.e. Sarajevo, Skopje, Monastir) as members of the
administration or army.49 In addition to the reasons outlined above, the rising threat
towards the Sublime Porte from Christian powers in central and eastern Europe
increased the number of nevmüslim (newly converted Muslims). Viewing the Balkan
Christian population as a possible � fth column, the Ottoman state became increas-
ingly intolerant, reducing the freedoms of the non-Muslim inhabitants and thereby
creating additional incentives to convert.50

Conversion to Islam for economic reasons has been interpreted in later times by
nationalists from the non-Muslims nations in the Balkans as a betrayal of the
converts’ roots. Again, to quote Ivo Andrić, “In order to save his real estate he
accepted the faith of his conquerors and at once set about nailing down that property
with its associated rights and privileges all the more tightly and securely using the
precepts and formulas of the new religion, the more the old one was denied.”51 While
the maintenance of previous economic advantages certainly offered itself as a strong
argument for conversion among the Bosnian nobility, it is also necessary to bear in
mind the economic hardships that often affected the non-Muslim population. It
would be thus wrong to characterize the conversion for economic reasons as purely
“voluntary.” Occasionally converts were rewarded by the local authorities and
received gifts and congratulations.52 Besides the exemption from the poll tax, other
obvious reasons for conversion can be found in the exemption from the rather
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stringent rules imposed on the Christian and Jews populations, such as sartorial
regulations, the obligation to bow down in front of Muslims or to dismount a horse
within view of a Muslim. Furthermore, the word of a Christian or a Jew was worth
less in courts and other state institutions.

Unlike most other authors, Peter Sugar tried to identify reasons for conversion
beyond the material advantages. He points to the capacity of Islam to accommodate
traditional folk religions as an additional strong incentive. The most important link
between Islam and the traditional beliefs among the inhabitants in the Balkans were
the Islamic orders of the dervishes. The dervish orders were divided into different
streams, most importantly the Mevlevi and the aforementioned Bektashi. The
founders of these orders acquired similar status after their death as saints in
Christianity.53 Occasionally Christians and Muslims worshipped the same saints,
albeit with different names, making the switch from one to another religion appear
relatively insigni� cant.54 It is also important to bear in mind that the Christian
traditions adapted to the new environments and incorporated Islamic elements,
further reducing the discrepancies between the practices of the two religions.55

These and other similarities between folk Islam and folk Christianity can have
great explanatory power. Sugar concludes his examination of this relationship
by noting, “In Europe conversion was limited pretty much to certain elements
who had really never understood or practised their faith correctly and for whom,
therefore, apostasy was less a question of belief than of convenience.”56 Whatever
the details of the religious beliefs of the early Balkan Christian population, it
can certainly be argued that the practice of Christianity, as well as of Islam, in large
parts of Southeastern Europe had little to do with what church leaders in Rome or
Istanbul had in mind. In addition, the church failed to provide many of its believers
with the infrastructure necessary to retain its following, even under Islamic rule.
Thus some of the conversions, such as those in Albania and Crete in the eighteenth
centuries, can been attributed to a loss of faith coupled with a positive view of
Islam.57

One of the controversial issues regarding conversion is the devshirme, or child
levy, a practice carried out by the Ottoman authorities from the time of the � rst
conquests into the late seventeenth century. According to popular Balkan historiog-
raphy and national mythology, the forcible recruitment of young boys into the
Ottoman army and their conversion to Islam con� rmed the image of the violent and
alien nature of Islam and the Sublime Porte. Smail Balić points out that in reality
only a relatively small number of families were affected. Furthermore, the levy was
carried out only every four years and the � rst-born son was exempted. The purpose
of the devshirme was not to convert the Balkan population—this tool would have
been largely ineffective—but to increase the military might of the Ottoman Empire
and to compensate for the exemption of non-Muslims from military service. The
devshirme is thus to be regarded as a political and military tool and not as religious
policy of the Ottoman Empire.58
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As the recruited boys often went on to a successful career in the Ottoman army
and administration, their position could bene� t their original community. Some
Bosnian and Albanian Muslims voluntarily surrendered their sons for education and
a military career within the framework of the devshirme.59 On the other hand,
Arnakis noted that the devshirme provided an incentive for families to convert to
Islam in order to avoid the child levy.60 A similar interpretation was proposed by Ivo
Andrić four decades earlier. He described the devshirme as “another institution
brought by the conqueror and imposed by force on the subjugated land, one of great
importance for the Islamization and hence for Bosnia’s spiritual life: the AdzÏ ami-
Oglan or boy tribute.”61 There certainly exists evidence that at times entire families
converted in order to avoid the devshirme. However, the devshirme was not a major
cause for large-scale conversions, as the mass conversions took place after the
devshirme was in decline or even abolished.62 In other words, a large number of the
Bosnian and Albanian families affected by the levy before the seventeenth century
converted to Islam only much later. Contrary to the claims of Balkan national
historiographies, the heritage of the devshirme affected nineteenth-century and
twentieth-century Muslims and non-Muslims alike, as both communities had Chris-
tian ancestors, who were forced to pay the child levy.

The fact that many high-ranking Ottoman of� cials who began their career in the
army due to the devshirme maintained contact with their family and their community
indicates that the age of recruitment was not always below ten, contrary to popular
belief.63 These of� cials provided a much needed link between the Ottoman adminis-
tration and its non-Muslim subjects through their knowledge of their mother tongue
in addition to Ottoman Turkish. The most prominent case was that of Mehmed
Sökölü and his brother Makarij Sokolović. Sökölü, an orthodox Slav originating
from Bosnia, rose through the devshirme system to become Grand Vizier and
subsequently reinstated the Serbian patriarchate of Ipek (Peć), which was headed by
his brother.64

The long-term effects of the large-scale Islamization are still open to controversy.
George Arnakis presumes that “if the Greeks, Serbs, Croats, Rumanians, and
Bulgarians had embraced the faith of Mohammed, they would have crossed the
dividing line, and the Turki� cation would have followed their Islamization within a
generation.”65 Yet the inhabitants of the Balkans who did convert to Islam them-
selves refute this judgement. Although the elites that were drawn to Istanbul
undoubtedly became “Turki� ed,” the local populations retained their historical
identity, merely adding Turkish elements. In the end, there is little evidence to
support the claim that Islamization such as it took place under Ottoman rule
necessarily furthered the “Turki� cation” of the population.

Conclusions

As we have seen, the Muslims of the Balkans at the end of the eighteenth century
were hardly a homogeneous group. Their identities were as diverse as the reasons for
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their presence in the peninsula. Although at the time the Muslims in the area had not
yet begun to develop a sense of national identity, the Muslim Albanians and
Bosniaks were perceived, and saw themselves, not merely as Muslims but as separate
communities, which had much in common with their neighbours.

Well into the nineteenth century most Muslims continued to view the Ottoman
Empire as the state structure within which they wanted to live. The decline of the
Empire, however, presented Muslims from Bihać to Crete with three options: one,
they could withdraw further southeast to the shrinking borders of the Ottoman
Empire (eventually to Anatolia); two, they could assimilate into the new Christian
nation states by adopting Christianity; or, three, they could form their own nations,
by establishing their own nation states. The last of these options is a continuing
process that has still not been completed at the end of the twentieth century. Most
Muslims of Southeastern Europe continue to live as minorities in Christian states or
as citizens of fragile states with Muslim majorities.

The presence of the Muslims in these parts of Europe is a reminder that most
Balkan nations and their respective historiographies have yet to come to terms with
the Ottoman legacy. It is impossible to imagine Southeastern Europe without the
Ottoman Empire and its heritage. As Maria Todorova aptly observed, “It
is … preposterous to look for an Ottoman legacy in the Balkans. The Balkans are the
Ottoman legacy.”66
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